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ABSTRACT  

 

     The central nervous system was thought to lack a lymphatic drainage until the recent discovery 

of the neural glymphatic system.  This highly specialized waste disposal network includes classical 

lymphatic vessels in the dura that absorb fluid and metabolic by-products and debris from the 

underlying cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in the subarachnoid space. The subarachnoid space is 

continuous with the Virchow-Robin peri-arterial and peri-vascular spaces which surround the 

arteries and veins that penetrate into the neural tissue, respectively.  The dural lymphatic vessels 

exit the cranial vault via an anterior and a posterior route and eventually drain into the deep cervical 

lymph nodes. Aided by the presence of aquaporin 4 on the perivascular endfeet of astrocytes, 

nutrients and other molecules enter the brain from peri-arterial spaces and form interstitial fluid 

(ISF) that baths neurons and glia before being released into peri-venous spaces.  Melatonin, a 

pineal-derived secretory product which is in much higher concentration in the CSF than in the 

blood, is believed to follow this route and to clear waste products such as amyloid-β from the 

interstitial space. The clearance of amyloid-β reportedly occurs especially during slow wave sleep 

which happens concurrently with highest CSF levels of melatonin.  Experimentally, exogenously-

administered melatonin defers amyloid-β buildup in the brain of animals and causes its 

accumulation in the cervical lymph nodes. Clinically, with increased age CSF melatonin levels 

decrease markedly, co-incident with neurodegeneration and dementia.  Collectively, these findings 

suggest a potential association between the loss of melatonin, decreased glymphatic drainage and 

neurocognitive decline in the elderly. 

 

Key words: neural glymphatic system, CSF, pineal gland, melatonin, neurodegeneration, 

dementia. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

    

     The central nervous system (CNS), consisting primarily of the brain and spinal cord, serves a 

paramount role in the coordination and function of cognition and somatic processes (1). With the 

constant execution of multiple critical roles including but not limited to receiving sensory 

information, conducting motor commands, and processing cognitive activity, the brain has a high 

metabolic demand, accounting for 20% of the resting total oxygen consumption of the body (even 

though it accounts for only 2% of the total body weight) (1, 2). Additionally, neural tissue is 

extremely delicate, susceptible to severe damage from not only trauma but also from chemical 

substances, emphasizing the importance of the blood-brain barrier in the protection of the CNS 

from certain metabolites, drugs, and other toxic agents (1). Paradoxically, given its high metabolic 

demand and fragility, the CNS was thought to completely lack a lymphatic system for the clearance 

of metabolic waste products and other harmful solutes/substances until the recently-described 

glymphatic system (3).  

     The glymphatics are a macroscopic waste clearance system in the brain that utilizes 

perivascular channels, formed by astroglial cells, to promote efficient elimination of soluble 

proteins and metabolites from the central nervous system. The proper function of the glymphatic 

system is necessary for the CNS to perform optimally; however, given that the development of 

certain neurocognitive disorders can be characterized by the accumulation of macromolecules 

(alpha synuclein in Parkinson’s, beta amyloid and tau protein in Alzheimer’s, and superoxide 

dismutase in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), the glymphatic system is believed to serve a 

neuroprotective role in neurocognitive disease via the clearance of macromolecules and solutes 

(4). Indeed, ensuring the proper long-term functionality of the glymphatic system may be a means 

of slowing or even halting the onset of neurocognitive disease. The discovery of factors which 

promote the protection and function of the glymphatic system offer promise for treatment of 

neurodegenerative processes. This article reviews the properties and physiology of the glymphatic 

system, modulators of its function, and proposes the potential importance of melatonin as a 

theoretical neuroprotective pharmaceutical agent to slow the progression of neurocognitive disease 

via action on and through the glymphatic system. 

 

2. FLOW OF EXTRACELLULAR FLUID IN THE BRAIN 

 

     It is important to understand the general flux of extracellular fluid in the CNS in order to grasp 

the role of the glymphatic system. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is a clear, proteinaceous fluid that 

bathes the CNS. With a formation rate of about 430-530 ml/day, there is about 150 ml of CSF 

circulating at any given moment (5). The majority (80%) of CSF is thought to be derived from the 

four choroid plexuses of the brain while the other 20% is hypothesized to come from metabolic 

water and leakage through the endothelial microcirculation (6). While the blood brain barrier is 

formed by endothelium containing tight junctions, fenestrated endothelium in the choroid plexus 

allow for passive diffusion of plasma into the choroidal interstitial space, followed by transport of 

molecules via ion channels and transporters across the choroid plexus epithelium and into the 

lumen of the ventricles (7), CSF then flows from the two lateral ventricles, to the third, and then 

the fourth ventricle and eventually through  the foramina of Lushka and Magendie to fill the 

subarachnoid space. The classical pathway then notes that CSF is reabsorbed into outpouchings of 

the superior sagittal sinus via the subarachnoid granulations where CSF may reenter the 

bloodstream (8).  
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    In recent years, alternative pathways for CSF efflux have been described, with many 

investigators considering clearance of CSF though perineural spaces of the cranial nerves, 

particularly the olfactory nerve to be the most dominant pathway of clearance of CSF with further 

transport to cervical lymphatics as shown in Figure 1 (9, 10).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Brain lymphatic drainage.  

      In addition to the well known and previously described clearance of CSF by the arachnoid 

granulations extending from the arachnoid mater into the dural venous sinuses, alternative CSF 

clearance pathways are becoming recognized as important for clearance of the CSF from the brain 

including clearance of CSF when it accompanies the olfactory nerves through the cribriform plate 

to nasal lymphatics and the recently described posteriorly-positioned meningeal lymphatics.  Both 

of these pathways eventually drain into lymphatic vessels that connect to cervical lymph nodes 

including the olfactory/cervical lymphatics shown in pink and the meningeal lymphatics shown in 

green.  All of these pathways are fed by the glymphatic system.  The pineal gland is shown which 

has secretion of melatonin into the third ventricle via the pineal recess resulting in high CSF 

concentrations and transport through the glymphatic system. 
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Fig. 2.  The glymphatic system. 

     Magnification of the box from Figure 1. The glymphatic transit of CSF between the brain 

parenchymal cells is shown with incoming CSF flowing along the periarterial spaces of the pial 

arteries and moving toward the perivenous space of the pial veins. This glymphatic movement is 

thought to be assisted by convection from the arterial pulsations. Glymphatic movement is greatest 

during slow wave sleep when the interstitial space greatly expands and total movement of CSF 

increases up to 8-10 fold. This greatly increased movement of CSF during slow wave sleep occurs 

when melatonin secretion from the pineal gland is at its peak allowing melatonin to reach brain 

parenchymal cells. Melatonin is directly secreted from the pineal gland into the CSF as well as 

into the blood.  
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     However, in regard to CSF movement within the subarachnoid space, a significant portion of 

the CSF may move directly into the brain parenchyma via the Virchow-Robin spaces (VRS), 

periarterial and perivenous spaces which surround all blood vessels that penetrate the brain 

parenchyma; this allows for the constant exchange of CSF with interstitial fluid of the brain (11).  

The VRS, filled with CSF, sheaths the penetrating pial arteries and veins as they dive into the 

parenchyma. The VRS then disappear prior to the capillary level so that the endothelium’s basal 

lamina directly touches the astrocyte endfeet. The periarterial CSF may then exchange with the 

ISF via the astrocyte endfeet which line the VRS which is then eventually released into the 

perivenous spaces for recirculation (3). This exchange of CSF with ISF with a net convective 

directionality of the fluid efflux from the periarterial spaces into the perivenous spaces forms the 

foundation of the glymphatic system as shown in Figure 2, first described in 2012 based on its 

glial water transport (12). 

 

3. THE GLYMPHATIC SYSTEM 

 

     The glymphatic system plays a critical role in the clearance of waste metabolites and solutes 

from the brain parenchyma. The physiology and proper functionality of the glymphatic system is 

attributed to several factors which optimize the influx of CSF into the brain parenchyma. This flow 

happens at a remarkably expedited rate that cannot be attributable to simple diffusion alone. 

Indeed, a massive transport system is necessary to meet the demand of such a high flow of CSF 

(~500 ml per day) (13). Aquaporin-4 (AQP4) is an astroglial water channel abundantly expressed 

on the astrocytic endfeet which is thought to significantly regulate the exchange of CSF into the 

ISF. In 2018, Mestre and colleagues provided validation for this theory by demonstrating that an 

AQP-4 knockout rat model had a significantly decreased parenchymal CSF uptake and ISF efflux 

in comparison to the control rats (14). Experimental evidence also demonstrates that arterial 

pulsatility plays a significant role in the convective exchange of CSF and ISF.  Iliff et al. in 2013 

observed a significant reduction in fluid exchange after unilateral ligation of the internal carotid 

artery, whereas the rate of exchange was increased with infusion of dobutamine (15).  

     Wakefulness and sleep play instrumental roles in the functionality of the glymphatic system 

with sleep being very important for glymphatic function and its clearance of toxic metabolites and 

potentially aggregating proteins from the brain.  A study conducted by Xie et al. (16) demonstrated 

that periarterial and parenchymal uptake of CSF tracer was reduced by 95% in awake mice as 

compared with sleeping mice.  The cortical brain interstitial space was found to have increased by 

60% during sleep, resulting in a more effective convective clearance of toxic metabolites from the 

parenchyma which is much more rapid than mere diffusion. The glymphatic activity is highest 

during the slow wave sleep which is associated with slow wave oscillations occurring every 30 

seconds leading to metabolite clearance (16). This study, along with others indicate that the 

glymphatic system is most active during sleep and hindered during arousal (16). Additionally, 

posture during sleep may have a substantial effect on glymphatic function. Lee et al. conducted a 

study in rats demonstrating that CSF-ISF exchange was highest in rodents that slept in a lateral 

position rather than supine or prone (17).   

  

4. MENINGEAL LYPHATICS 

 

     After discovery of the glymphatic system and further investigation of brain lymphatic-like 

clearance systems, a classical lymphatic vascular system was discovered in the dura mater of the 
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meninges (Figure 1) (18, 19). Lymphatic vessels located in the dura mater absorb CSF from the 

adjacent subarachnoid space and brain interstitial fluid via the glymphatic system (20). Although 

these meningeal lymphatics are separated from the brain interstitial fluid by a tight arachnoid 

membrane, the glymphatic and meningeal lymphatic systems must be connected. Evidence for this 

connection is provided by studies of florescent tracers injected into the CSF of mice that document 

a rapid exit through the meningeal lymphatic vessels of the brain which then drain to deep cervical 

lymph nodes (21). Also, MRI imaging of rats have shown that contrast agents injected into the 

cisterna magna rapidly appear in the basal meningeal lymphatics and then moved to deep cervical 

nodes (21). Interestingly, MRI contrast was not found in the dorsal meningeal lymphatic vessels 

which have a zipper-like junctional pattern of lymphatic endothelial cells, whereas the capillary 

branches of the basal meningeal lymphatics have a different appearance with a discontinuously 

sealed loose button-like junctional pattern which is similar to traditional lymphatics in other parts 

of the body (21). In these studies, old mice were found to have decreased drainage of fluorescent 

quantum dots (~20 nm is diameter) from CSF to cervical lymph nodes, suggesting that aged basal 

meningeal vessels have decreased function as compared to younger lymphatic vessels (21).  

Certainly, glymphatic function during sleep and aging have important implications for 

neurodegenerative diseases of aging such as Alzheimer’s disease. 

 

5. ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE  

 

     Alzheimers disease (AD) is a neurocognitive disorder which is characterized by the progressive 

decline in cognitive and functional capacity along with behavioral changes, which typically surface 

around the age of 65 (22). While age is the primary risk factor for the development of AD, other 

risk factors include the presence of the apolipoprotein gene E4 alleles, family history, traumatic 

brain injury, the female sex, sleep apnea, cardiovascular disease and metabolic syndrome (22, 23).  

AD is characterized by the abnormal accumulation of amyloid beta and tau in the brain. Amyloid 

beta are 36-43 amino acid peptides derived from amyloid precursor protein (APP) which results 

from the activities of beta secretase and gamma secretase.  Misfolded amyloid beta peptides can 

accumulate and induce other amyloid beta molecules to misfold in the chair reaction that is similar 

to a prion infection.  These misfolded and aggregated peptides form plaques which disrupt the 

healthy function of the brain (24). Unfortunately, to date, drugs that have been developed to treat 

AD by targeting secretase have not been successful (25). Aducanumab, is a monoclonal antibody 

that binds to amyloid administered for reduction of extracellular brain amyloid beta plaques.  

Although the therapeutic effect of aducanumab has been limited, the drug has received conditional 

approval for the treatment of this common neurodegenerative condition (26), although the 

recommendation was later narrowed to only patients with milder forms of AD.  

     Several pathological biomarkers have been used  as research tools to diagnosis and monitor 

AD.  These include 1) the ratio of 42 to 40 amino acid-long amyloid β which is a marker of plaque 

pathology; 2) total-tau and phosphorylated tau which are markers of AD-related changes in tau  

metabolism and secretion; and 3) neurofilament light as a marker of neurodegeneration (27). Given 

that the accumulation of amyloid and tau proteins pathologically characterizes AD and that the 

glymphatic pathway is a staple in the clearance of metabolic waste products and protein 

aggregates, it is reasonable to conjecture that the dysfunction of the glymphatic system would 

increase the risk of developing AD.  
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6. GLYMPHATIC SYSTEM AND ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE AND OTHER 

NEUROCOGNITIVE DISORDERS  

 

     The function of the glymphatic system is highly dependent on the proper polarization of AQP-

4 water channels along the perivascular astrocyte foot processes and glial limiting membrane. 

AQP4 is a transmembrane tetramer which forms aqueous pores. It is not clear as to the 

biomolecular assortment of AQP4 along the astrocytic endfeet, however it has been suggested that 

higher order structures such as orthogonal arrays of particles (crystal-like supramolecular 

assemblies in the plasma membrane) may contribute to this preferential expression. It has been 

found that Dystrophin Associated Protein complex (DAPC) and its corresponding ligands (laminin 

and agrin) are necessary for AQP4 to cluster at the astrocyte endfeet (28). It has been demonstrated 

that glymphatic function is reduced in AD due to the loss of this quintessential polarization of the 

AQP4 protein (29).  

     Loss of polarization of AQP4 away from the astrocytic endfeet and into the parenchymal 

processes is a striking histological feature in mouse AD models and other diseases with reactive 

astrogliosis. It has been proposed that astrogliosis is another pathological hallmark of AD 

progression.(30) Indeed, CNS injury due to oxidative stress-induced DNA damage is a significant 

biomarker of neurodegenerative disease. Particularly, the 8-oxo-dG lesion is a common marker for 

patients with early symptoms of AD. Abnormally higher amounts of mitochondrial DNA oxidation 

products have been found in organisms with mild and advanced cognitive impairment (31). 

Amyloid aggregates or traumatic brain injury may form a reactive response from astroglia. Given 

that AQP4 facilitates astrocyte migration and glial scar formation, suggests the accumulation of 

beta amyloid and traumatic brain injury leads to the redistribution of AQP4 to the parenchymal 

endfeet of astrocytes, suggesting that loss of AQP4 is both a cause and consequence of dysfunction 

of the glymphatic system (32). A study conducted by Zeppenfeld et al (33), evaluated both the 

presence of amyloid beta and expression of AQP4 in the frontal cortex of postmortem human 

subjects. Expression of AQP4 was associated with advancing age in general; however, particularly 

the loss of perivascular localization of AQP4 was associated with a higher amyloid beta burden. 

Furthermore, symptoms of neurocognitive disorder were independent of age if the localization of 

AQP4 was preserved. 

     It is important to consider that AD is not a disease of old age; however, old age does induce a 

predisposition to the accumulation of amyloid beta aggregates, most likely attributable to the 

dysfunction of the glymphatic system.  Kress et al (34), conducted a study to demonstrate and 

explain an age-related decline in the functionality of the glymphatic system in rodents. The study 

proved that in old mice, uptake of CSF tracer from the perivascular spaces across the pial surface 

was greatly reduced along with clearance of radiolabeled proteins. The study also discovered that 

AQP4 immunofluorescent signal was most prominent surrounding the arterioles in young mice; 

whereas in old mice, the AQP4 expression along the perivascular endfeet was somewhat reduced, 

but had increased along the tissue surrounding the penetrating arterioles, suggesting migration of 

AQP4. Additionally, age-related cerebrovascular disease may also explain the association of age 

with dysfunction of the glymphatic system.  

     It has been established that arterial pulsatility positively influences CSF-ISF exchange and that 

dampening of this pulsatility can reduce this flux. Cerebral arteries of aged patients exhibit reduced 

elastin expression and thus loss of distensibility and compliance. Particularly, amyloid angiopathy 

and atherosclerosis may be contributing factors towards the decreased pulsatility of cerebral 

perfusion related to aging (15, 35). Additionally, the association of old age with glymphatic 
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dysfunction may be explained by age-related changes in sleep quality. Generally, the major age-

related sleep changes are earlier wake times, reduced sleep consolidations, and poor sleep 

efficiency.  The duration of slow-wave sleep experiences a remarkable decline in advanced age 

(36). Given that glymphatic clearance is highest during slow-wave sleep, elimination of toxic 

metabolites such as amyloid peptides may be suboptimal, possibly predisposing the elderly to 

AD.  Evidence of the importance of sleep in normal subjects was shown by Kang et el. (37). They 

reported that in healthy young males, amyloid beta levels in the CSF increased during the day, 

peaked at night and decreased overnight.  Given that quality sleep plays a critical role in 

neuroprotection from toxic metabolite and protein aggregates, any means of improving sleep 

quality may be important towards attenuating or potentially preventing AD. Many studies have 

demonstrated the melatonin improves sleep quality (38), therefore it is highly likely that this 

improved sleep quality due to melatonin use would be associated with more efficient clearance of 

metabolic proteins prone to aggregate in the brain.  

     The glymphatic system likely plays an important role in the development of other 

neurocognitive disorders in addition to Alzheimer’s disease (39). Nedergaard and Goldman 

hypothesized that glymphatic failure is a final common pathway to the development for illnesses 

such as Parkinson's Disease, Huntington's disease, multisystem atrophies, and frontotemporal 

dementia in addition to Alzheimer's disease. Given that the optimal functionality of the glymphatic 

system occurs during sleep and that these illnesses are strongly correlated with significant sleep 

disturbances, the authors indicate that there may be an association with the development of 

multiple types of dementia/neurocognitive disease with decline of the glymphatic system (40).  

Indeed, failure of the glymphatic system is thought to be the mechanism behind protein 

aggregation in the brain, which is considered to be the driving pathology behind several 

neurocognitive illnesses (24, 39). 

 

7. MELATONIN  

 

     Melatonin, is a methoxindole produced and secreted by the pineal gland and traditionally found 

to be strongly associated with sleep-wake rhythms in humans (39). Pineal melatonin synthesis is 

upregulated during darkness and inhibited by light.   Melatonin plays a critical role in regulation 

of the circadian rhythms along with its antioxidant, anti-inflammatory and anti-apoptotic actions 

which are manifested in all tissues including the CNS (40). The biosynthesis of melatonin involves 

four steps with the initial precursor being the essential amino acid, tryptophan.  Synthesis begins 

with hydroxylation of tryptophan by tryptophan hydroxylase.  The product, 5-hydroxytryptophan 

is then decarboxylated via 5-hydroxytryptophan decarboxylase to form serotonin. Serotonin is 

acetylated via N-acetyl transferase, the rate limiting enzyme in melatonin production, with the 

resultant generation of N-acetyl serotonin (41). Finally, N-acetyl serotonin is methylated by 

acetylserotonin methyltransferase to form melatonin. Pineal melatonin biosynthesis is highly 

regulated by a photoperiod-influenced suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN), the master circadian 

clock.  Additionally, melatonin has a feedback effect on the SCN to strengthen circadian rhythms. 

Loss of endogenous melatonin rhythm due to surgical removal of the pineal gland, light exposure 

at night or due to aging perturbs the circadian output of the SCN which interferes with the 

sleep:wake cycle (42). 

     In addition to the pineal gland, the mitochondria of neurons themselves synthesize 

melatonin.   Neuronally-generated melatonin is never released into either the CSF or the blood; 

rather  extracellular melatonin is produced by and secreted from the pineal gland. Suofu et al. 
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demonstrated that neuronal mitochondria are capable of synthesizing melatonin from its precursor, 

serotonin, possess the key enzymes necessary for melatonin synthesis and that the methoxyindole 

functions as a potent antioxidant in the mitochondrial matrix (43). The synthesis of melatonin by 

neuronal mitochondria seems to be especially important given that these organelles are primary 

sites of reactive oxygen species (free radical) generation, especially in tissues such at the brain that 

utilize high levels of oxygen (44). The validation of the mitochondria as the cellular site of 

melatonin production supports the conjecture that melatonin functions as a physiological anti-

inflammatory and anti-apoptotic agent since these processes are aggravated by free 

radicals  Melatonin is known to reduce mitochondrial damage, to inhibit the release of cytochrome 

C and to attenuate caspase activation thereby reducing apoptosis. As with pineal melatonin 

synthesis, aging is believed to be a major factor in reducing melatonin production by 

mitochondria.   Thus, elderly individuals are generally relatively deficient in both pineal-derived 

and neuronally-synthesized melatonin, which would be expected to hasten neural degeneration. 

     Melatonin plays a significant role in the regulation of cell autophagy in response to neurological 

stress such as brain injury or neurotoxicity. Interestingly, it functions both to promote a basal level 

of autophagy and to enhance healthy neuron survival but additionally, it limits an abnormally high 

degree of autophagy by suppressing the production of destructive oxygen and nitrogen-based 

reactants (45, 46). Given that neuroinflammation is a characteristic biological marker in 

AD patients, and the findings that melatonin reduced the levels of proinflammatory cytokines in 

the hippocampus of aged mouse brains, supports the conclusion that melatonin may be an effective 

neuroprotective agent (47, 48). Interestingly, melatonin’s anti-oxidative effects may even serve a 

critical role in pregnancy and fetal development. In the first  trimester, human and rat placenta  

have significantly higher concentrations of melatonin than does serum (47). In the study by 

Wakatsuki et al, when melatonin was administered to pregnant rats, it protected against  neural 

mitochondrial oxidative damage induced by hypoxanthine and xanthine oxidase, supporting the 

idea that melatonin plays an essential role  in protecting the brain during fetal development (49). 

     While melatonin has well-documented antioxidant and anti-inflammatory actions, several of its 

metabolites also play key roles in protecting against neural degeneration resulting from  trauma, 

stroke, toxic chemicals and drugs, and aging. These include N-acetylserotonin (NAS), a precursor 

in the melatonin synthesis pathway and the melatonin metabolites N1-acetyl-N2-formyl-5-

methoxykynuramine (AFMK), cyclic 3-hydroxymelatonin (cOHM), 6-hydroxymelatonin 

(6OHM) and possibly others.  Thus, some of the benefits ascribed to melatonin may derive from 

its metabolic kin.   Melatonin protects against oxidative stress and neuronal mutilation by reducing 

the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) via improving the efficiency of electron transfer 

through the electron transport chain; it also stimulates the activities of antioxidative enzymes, 

enhances the production of glutathione and by direct scavenging ROS. Less is known about the 

antioxidant capabilities of its precursor/metabolites, but they may be better direct radical 

scavengers than melatonin. Collectively, they provide formidable resistance to oxidative stress 

(50). 
 

8. MELATONIN AND THE  GLYMPHATIC SYSTEM.  

 

     Melatonin induces sleep which is associated with a greatly increased clearance of toxic 

molecules from the glymphatic system. Maximum secretion of melatonin corresponds with the 

time when the glymphatic system is the most active suggesting that melatonin is integral to the 

process of waste removal and neuroprotection during sleep. Other evidence suggests that the 
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glymphatic system is important for the movement of melatonin through the brain.  Reiter et al have 

summarized the data showing that melatonin is released directly into the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) 

of the third ventricle via the pineal recess (51).  The direct release of melatonin into the CSF causes 

the levels of melatonin in this fluid to be at least an order of magnitude higher than concurrent 

levels in the blood. Melatonin then moves with the CSF throughout the ventricles and into the 

subarachnoid space as described above.  From the subarachnoid space, melatonin follows the CSF 

in the periarterial spaces (VRS) where it has access to the brain parenchyma. The blood-brain 

barrier is no impediment to the entrance of melatonin into the interstitial space of the parenchyma; 

melatonin is known to easily cross this  morphophysiological barrier.  

     The glymphatic system would appear to be an important transport system for moving high 

concentrations of melatonin released directly into the CSF from the pineal gland into neurons and 

glia throughout the CNS. The movement of high concentrations of melatonin through the 

glymphatic system has important implications for a variety of neurodegenerative diseases such as 

AD, Parkinson disease, Huntington disease, etc., all of which have a free radical and/or 

inflammatory component (51). With the aid of the senescence-associated mouse model, it has been 

documented that melatonin regulates amyloid beta production/clearance balance though effects on 

secretases as well as other actions (52). 

     The malfunction of the glymphatic system as it occurs with advancing age also coincides with 

the simultaneous reduction in melatonin production and secretion by the pineal gland. The age-

associated drop in the amplitude of the nocturnal rise of melatonin seems to vary among 

individuals with the levels exhibiting the greatest reductions in the frail elderly relative to those in 

old people would are in relatively good health. This suggests there may be a relationship between 

melatonin and mental health in general with disturbances in the glymphatic sustem contributing to 

these debilitating conditions. 

      A number of authors have suggested that small molecules that  may improve glymphatic 

function should be researched and developed (53, 54). Herein, we suggest that melatonin is a prime 

candidate as  a small molecule that may have utility in the prevention and/or treatment of AD. This 

idea should be considered seriously since in experimental animals melatonin delays the 

progression of this devastating condition, because of its ability to readily cross the blood-brain 

barrier and its very high safety profile over a wide range of doses.   

 

9. NEUROPROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS OF MELATONIN 

 

     Given the well-documented neuroprotective effects of melatonin, it is surmised that a 

deficiency of melatanin due to any reason, i.e., genetic, excessive nocturnal light exposure (e.g., 

night shift work), pineal pathology, advanced age, may heighten the risk/progression of 

neurodegenerative disease. The loss of melatonin has a number of consequences that could 

contribute to physiological/neurological decline with age.  The loss of this key regulator leads to 

a perturbation of circadian rhythmicity, sleep cycles,  a reduction in total antioxidant and anti-

inflammatory activities all of which may further predispose the elderly to diminished neurological 

capacity (55). Additionally, melatonin has direct anti-amyloidogenic properties. Wang et al found 

that drug-mediated inhibition of melatonin synthesis in rats led to  hyperphosphorylation of 

neurofilaments and cyclin dependent kinase 5 (CDK-5) activation leading to caspase activation 

and apoptosis.  Reintroduction of exogenous melatonin partially arrested these molecular changes 

Similarly, Pappolla et al. have shown that melatonin inhibits beta-fibrillogenesis in AD (56, 57). 

Moreover, this group recently reported that treating animals with melatonin increased the leaching 
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of beta-amyloid from the brain as indicated by the elevated levels of this protein in the cervical 

lymph nodes in a mouse model of amyloidosis (58). There is a vast literature related to the ability 

of melatonin to protect the brain from functional decline under a very wide range of conditions.   

     Considering the major importance of melatonin towards achieving and maintaining  adequate 

sleep physiology and that the glymphatic system is most active during sleep, melatonin may serve 

an important role in the healthy function of the glymphatic system. Additionally, the demonstrated 

neuroprotective effects of melatonin in the CNS most likely maintain the proper physiologic 

function of the glymphatic system to prevent its functional decline. The potentially important 

implications behind the role of melatonin in the glymphatic system warrant future research 

dedicated to exploring how melatonin may be utilized for its protective effects on glymphatic 

system function. 

 

10. CONCLUSION 

 

     It is evident that melatonin has great promise as an agent to delay/prevent the development of 

neurocognitive diseases given the ease with which it crosses the blood brain barrier, its promotion 

of proper sleep rhythms, its antioxidant and anti-inflammatory properties, its anti-amyloidogenic 

actions and its enhancement of the function of the glymphatic system. Melatonin regulates factors 

which promote the optimal function of the glymphatic system and enhance removal of protein 

aggregates and metabolic waste products which are correlated with the development of 

neurodegenerative disease. Melatonin directly regulates the circadian rhythm which optimizes 

quantity and quality of sleep over the same timeframe in which the glymphatic system is almost 

exclusively active. Additionally, melatonin provides neuroprotection by attenuating the effects of 

ROS, minimizing autophagy, apoptosis, and thus reactive gliosis. Given that reactive gliosis leads 

to scarring of the neural parenchyma and malregulated migration of the originally polarized AQP4 

channels, melatonin may minimize the disturbance of the polarized net flow of extracellular fluid 

from the CSF into the interstitium and then the efflux into glymphatic perivenous spaces and 

meningeal lymphatic systems.  In consideration of the findings summarized herein and a wealth 

of other data, it is reasonable to hypothesize that melatonin is a promising agent that may promote 

the preservation of proper functionality of the glymphatic system and potentially modulate the 

onset or progression of neurodegenerative disease. Considering the high safety of melatonin, future 

research should investigate the potential of a range of melatonin doses from moderate to high 

levels (10 mg to 100 mg) in older subjects with sleep disorders, in patients at increased risk of 

developing AD, patients with minimally impaired cognition (MIC) and patients with early AD.  

Additionally, investigation of forms of melatonin with prolonged and sustained release would also 

appear to be a worthy area of future investigations. 
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